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Why Do We Need Guardrails & Railings?
Hmmmmmm…..

Because G-D Said So In the Torah
(Jewish Bible)
The first building code?





“When you will build a new house, you shall make a fence
for your (flat) roof. Do not place (innocent) blood in your
house, lest someone fall from it. (22:8)”



The mitzvah of ma’akeh, placing a boundary around elevated property to
prevent someone from falling and hurting themselves, has both physical and
spiritual implications.



The concept of fencing in dangerous areas is equally important in an old
house as in a new one.

Courtesy torah.org

And Oh Yeah, There’s also Building Codes
IBC, IRC, ICC etc…
Some Details from 2006 IBC below:


Structural capacities: handrails, guardrails, and their supports must be
designed for 50 lbs per linear foot, applied in any direction at the top of the
top rail, and a concentrated load of 200 lbs applied in any direction at any
location along the top of the top rail.



Guardrail infill and bottom rails are to be designed for 100 lbs acting on a
projected area of 1 sq. ft, including the open space between components.



Height: where required, guardrail height must be a minimum of 42 inches
above the leading edge of the tread or walking surface.



Opening limitations: open guards shall have balusters or ornamental patterns
such that a 4 inch diameter sphere cannot pass through any opening up to a
height of 34 inches. From 34 inches to 42 inches above the walking surface, a
sphere 8 inches in diameter shall not pass.

Courtesy buildipedia.com

Do horizontal cable railings meet code?
Yes, in most places.


Since 2001 the “ladder effect” notation has been removed from the IRC code
and has never existed in the IBC code.



The restriction of horizontal members was only in effect for 1 year and did
not specifically restrict the use of cable/wire rope.



You should still consult your local building officials to confirm your local
policies.



*If concerned but interested in cable or bars then consider using combinations
of panels and horizontal members and/or offset top rails to deter climbing.

History Of Cable Railings
Cable Railings were first used as the guardrails on boats, bridges, roads
and other similar applications.

It was natural to use cable railing since wire
rope/cable was being used with similar fittings for
other uses on boats for rigging etc.

Recently Cable Railings Have Taken Off,
and are the most popular railing trend currently!

Understanding Cable/Wire Rope


There are various different styles of cable/wire rope with different strand
patterns and different strengths and common uses.



1x19 strand style in 316 grade stainless steel is the most popular for use with
cable railings



A few other strand styles are also used for cable railings; 7x7, 7x19 etc…



You should ask the manufacturer of the cable end fitting of choice for the
recommend cable strand style and material before specifying.



There can be potential problems if pairing the wrong cable with certain cable
end fittings.
1x19 strand

Understanding Cable/Wire Rope
Materials


There are various different materials being used to make cable/wire rope,
but the most popular for cable railings is 316 grade stainless steel due to rust
resistance in outdoor and coastal areas.



You can also use 304 grade stainless steel for interior uses, galvanized steel,
phosphor bronze, or vinyl and nylon coated cables if you want colors or prefer
a jacketed cable.
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Understanding Cable/Wire Rope
Diameter


The Diameter of your cable is very important and should also be
recommended by the manufacturer for the proper cable end fitting of choice.



1/8 inch diameter is most popular for residential uses and some light
commercial uses.



3/16 inch diameter is most popular for commercial uses.



5/32, 1/4, 5/16 inch and other diameters are also available and occasionally
used. Of course there are other diameters in millimeters that are commonly
imported.



Be careful to pair the proper cable diameter with a specific cable end fitting
to assure strength and correct swaging of the connection.



I also recommend buying cable (and fittings) that are Made In USA!

Understanding Cable/Wire Rope
Strength


Of course your cable diameter and material can affect the strength of your
railing, but the good news is that even most 1/8” diameter cable is more than
strong enough in most cases.



The real key is that the amount of tension that is put on the cable will affect
your railing strength and code compliance.



But make sure the frame of your railing (post and rails) are strong enough to
handle the tension!



Using a wood 4x4 post may not be strong enough for certain cable diameter
tension requirements, but of course the species of wood and the type of cable
fitting will affect this.



It is recommended to choose a complete cable railing system if using a metal
post and rail, or inquire about the proper wood post and rail dimensions
recommended for your cable railing project before specification.

Understanding Cable/Wire Rope
Strength & Code Compliance



Don’t worry, in most cases when requiring a wood 6x6 in order to have enough
strength for the cable tensioning, you can still use wood 4x4 posts in most
places where the cable simply passes through.



So you will only have 6x6 posts on the ends and corners where the cable
tension fittings are located.



Using double corner posts is sometimes required and very often preferred
with various cable railing assemblies. This is rarely done with 6x6 wood posts.
I will revisit this topic later.

Understanding Cable/Wire Rope
Strength & Code Compliance



Cable/Wire Rope Spacing is one of the most important details for railing
strength and code compliance!



The most common error I see on railing specs and plans is the cable spacing is
too far apart.



You should aim to space your cables at approximately 3 inches.

Understanding Cable/Wire Rope Fittings
It’s all about the cable end fittings!


Aside from the overall look of your cable railing design, the style of cable end
fitting is the next most important detail and will often dictate the type of
post required.



There can be huge differences in price and visual appearances.



There can be drastic differences in the ease of assembly and tools required.



There are 2 main types of cable end fitting connections:
Easy Self-Swaging/Swageless vs. Traditional Swage

There are essentially 4 categories/styles of cable end fittings:


Thru-Post



Lag



Metal Thread-In or Weld-On



Surface Mount

Understanding Cable/Wire Rope Fittings
It’s all about the cable end fittings!


Easy Self-Swaging/Swageless cable end fittings require very few or zero
specialized tools and little training. These easy cable fittings seem to be
taking over most of the market due to the wider range of installers that are
capable of working with the components and save time during assembly.
There is a higher cost in the parts, but significant labor and tool cost savings.

There are several different brands offering easy fittings with a range of different
varied ease of assemblies and costs.


Traditional Swage cable end fittings are mostly used by railing contractors and
metal fabricators that regularly use these components and want a cost
effective fitting that works with the tools they have invested in. You must be
careful and knowledgeable to use these components correctly and efficiently.

Understanding Cable/Wire Rope Fittings
It’s all about the cable end fittings!
Thru-Post End Fittings:
These type of fittings tend to be the lowestprofile look and rest against the post back
surface with the tension distributed there.
These fittings are versatile with many materials.
They are often cost effective and offered swageless
and/or traditional swage depending on the end.
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Understanding Cable/Wire Rope Fittings
It’s all about the cable end fittings!
Lag End Fittings:
Lag style fittings are meant to be
used with wood posts or other wood surfaces,
which are often sleeved or covered with
low-maintenance materials.
Be careful to use proper wood species and
drill and mount the lags carefully since you
want them to appear straight and even.
These fittings can be bulky and expensive.
They are offered in easy swageless or traditional.
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Understanding Cable/Wire Rope Fittings
It’s all about the cable end fittings!
Metal Thread-In or Weld-On End Fittings:
These type of cable fittings are most commonly used by metal fabricators and
welders that look for a cost effective connection or prefer either of these
methods when using metal posts. These fittings can also be bulky and expensive.
This style is not very common with easy swageless fittings and seems to be less
popular today as other types of easy systems become more prevalent and allow a
wider range of installers to assemble cable railings.

Understanding Cable/Wire Rope Fittings
It’s all about the cable end fittings!
Surface Mount End Fittings:
These fittings can be versatile when appropriate and usually are applied to the
mounting surface with fasteners. There are several moderately easy swageless
versions along with traditional swage.
These fittings can be bulky and expensive.
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Railing/Guardrail Component Options


You have many choices in the material and style of the railing body, or post and
rail(s) that frame your cable railing.



Some of the most popular materials are wood, pvc/composites, stainless steel,
and finished aluminum.



You need to be careful in deciding an appropriate and acceptable strength and
quality group of components since not all are equal.



If you want to offer the easiest assembly, then using pre-drilled aluminum or
stainless steel posts are usually the best option. The other advantage to these
materials is the complete system offerings available specifically meant to be
used with cable railings, and the strength of these materials.



Using pvc/composites and certain types of wood can be deficient in strength
and not a very good fit with some cable fittings.



The costs vary drastically depending on the materials and layout.

Railing/Guardrail Component Options


Not only do you need to be thoughtful in the materials chosen to frame your
cable railing but you need to consider the size and shape of those materials.



What look are you trying to achieve?



Are the size and shape of components readily available and reasonably
priced?



Will the components be rigid enough to handle the cable tension?



Will they fit together nicely and/or easily, and has a method of connection
been determined that is acceptable for strength and aesthetics?

*An example of a questionable material shape for cable top rail use is a 7/8” or
1” thick wood or composite board. Depending on the material some of these can
easily bend during cable tensioning.


You also need to consider the basic concept of whether you want a top rail
only, or also want a bottom rail? Using a bottom rail can strengthen the frame
significantly and allow a place for people to rest their foot while standing
alongside. Many people do not want a bottom rail since it obstructs the view
or adds bulk to the railing look. There are also assembly and cost factors.

Railing Project Layout & Design


One of the most important decisions in project layout of your cable railing is
the post style and placement.



There are various post sizes and materials, and this can significantly affect
the amount of posts needed and the spacing.



Post placement can also significantly affect the project cost.

Railing Project Layout & Design
Post Placement


A very common method for post placement on corners is to use double corner
posts.



This is done in various materials for a few reasons.
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Railing Project Layout & Design
Post Placement


Post spacing is also very important for safety and code compliance.



For 1/8 inch diameter cable you want some support every 42 inches. *This is
often achieved with using intermediate balusters in conjunction with your
posts.



For 3/16 inch diameter cable you want some support every 48 inches. *This is
also often achieved with using intermediate balusters in conjunction with
your posts.



Be careful you are using acceptable post and intermediate support materials.

Project Design
Be Creative!


One of the great things about cable railings is that the cable systems can be
used with so many different frames and you can be very creative and achieve
so many different designs.



Don’t re-invent the wheel when it comes to the structural ability of the
components but the options are endless in the design elements you can use!

